
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of consulting architect. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for consulting architect

Oversees definition of concepts that establish the Enterprise Data Model
Guides information architecture design and data solutions to solve
customers' most complex business and technical issues related to analytics
Leads and oversees creation of data models to support transactional, analytic
and decision support systems
Leads definition of metadata management and repository strategy
Works with business in aligning stewardship and governance needs to the
logical information architecture
Guides policy and procedures for analyzing information to ensure
effectiveness of controls, accuracy of reports, and efficiency and security of
operations
Facilitate the use of integrative and canonical views of data or information
across multiple content types (structured, semi-structured, XML or
unstructured) to support convergence of information asset migration
planning or impact analysis
Understands due diligence efforts and compliance with complex legal
requirements and business risks driven by HIPPA, SOX, HITECH, Antitrust,
Merger/Acquisition and growing expectations for countering threats to IT
data assets
Participate in the definition of technical standards and guidelines that pertain
to data and information use, security, access and governance (including
defining accountabilities in support of data quality mandates)
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Qualifications for consulting architect

Fluent in English, French and Flemish
At least 5 years recent experience in architecting and designing EUC
solutions
Ideally French language skills
Communicate with customers all over the world and deeply understand and
their strategy and requirements in the cloud computing solution
infrastructure domain, provide in-depth thinking and contributions for market
and competition analysis, lead the direction of the specific solutions
Define/Manage corporate-level cloud computing solution roadmap and
charter, report to management team, push the solution into R&D, and
manage the whole process
Analyze short/medium/long-term customer needs and telecom industry
trends to develop strategic planning and business planning accordingly


